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Abstract

Many decision support systems have been developed to diagnose diseases, but in reality many of these systems fail when applied. This is mainly due to the difficulties in the use of the system due to incompatibility between the system interface and the wishes of physicians. The purpose of this study was to determine the interface design of decision support systems for diseases diagnose in accordance with physician’s wishes and to determine the effects of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the behavioral intention to use the interface design. The data analysis technique used included the Wilcoxon test, the Friedman test, a principal component analysis and a multiple linear regression analysis. From the data analysis it was found that in anamneses and physical examinations, respondents prefer the interface design of natural language processing and a form filling dialogue, whereas in supported examinations, respondents prefer windowing system interface designs. Advanced data analyses found an influence of the variables of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the behavioral intention to use and this influence has a positive effect.
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INTRODUCTION

Research that combines informatics and medical science has been conducted for years. The goal is to incorporate technology in the field of informatics and medical science to simplify and streamline medical practices to help more people. One example of this research field is the use of decision support systems to diagnose diseases.

To achieve this objective, much research and system development were conducted to create a decision support system to help physicians to diagnose diseases. However, in fact, many failures happened during system implementation. One failure was mainly due to the difficulties in the use of the system due to the incompatibility between the system interface and the wishes of physicians [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. Later, this failure created some new problems such as; longer times needed to learn the new system, low system productivity, and increased human error in the system [6]. These problems led physicians to prefer the use of manual methods by relying on knowledge and experience to diagnose patient.

The reason for the incompatibility between the system interface and the wishes a physician is due to research related to interface design not being carried out before system development according to the wishes of the physicians as users of the system [7]. To answer this question, several studies have been conducted. One of them was done by Sulistianingsih [7]. However, this study only discusses the stage of anamneses of diseases diagnosis. While the physical examination and supported examination has not been discussed. Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine the interface design of decision support systems to diagnose disease in accordance with the wishes of physicians not only in anamnesis but also in physical and supported examination. In this study not only discussed the results of previous studies on anamnesis but also discusses the results of a physical examination and investigation. In addition, this study also conducted an analysis to determine the effects of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the behavioral intention to use in the interface design. Location data collection was done in the special province of Yogyakarta.

THEORY

Decision Support System to Diagnosing Disease

Decision Support Systems (DSS) is an interactive computer-based system and aims to assist users in the selection of assessment activities and decision [8]. DSS does not replace humans, but helps people in solving complex problems with the integration of the various sources of information, providing access to knowledge relevant intelligence and assist in the process of structuring and optimizing decision. DSS for diagnosing disease developed based on the comprehension that the physician to diagnose the patient's illness limited by cognitive problems and the complexity of the health issues that must be resolved. Doctor cognitive problems associated with the difficulties of doctors as an individual to perform activities of multi-tasking, memory capacity and other external issues that could affect the outcome of the patient's diagnosis. Meanwhile, the complexity of health problems influenced by the number of people who increasingly numerous and continuous progression of the disease occurs, thus allowing the emergence of a variety of health problems that are not contained in the knowledge and experience of physicians in diagnosing the disease. These problems can cause errors physicians in diagnosing a patient's illness.

DSS to diagnosing disease consists of two components, namely health knowledge base and interfaces [9]. Health knowledge base consists of a list of symptoms and diseases, and the relationship between the symptoms and the disease, while the input interface describes the information that can be matched with the patient's health knowledge base to get a decision. Components of the DSS for diagnosing disease can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Component of DSS for diagnosing disease](image-url)
Dialogue Style

Dialogue style is the various types of dialogue techniques in computer that can allow the interaction between computers and humans as computer users [10]. According to Santosa [10], categorization of dialogue style are as follows:
1. Command line dialogue.
2. Programming language dialogue.
3. Natural language dialogue.
4. Menu system.
5. Form filling dialogue.
6. Icon-based interface.
7. Windowing system.
8. Direct manipulation.

In this study, dialogue style that is displayed on the questionnaire has been chosen selectively. This is partly because the respondent is a doctor's educational background was not from study program of informatics engineering or short of, then several dialogue style that are too technical is not included in the questionnaire in this study, such as command line dialogue and programming language dialogue. In addition, because the anamneses and physical examination were restricted to only interface design of input information and supported examination only to interface design of output, the selection of dialogue style in questionnaire are also tailored to meet the constraints of this problem. Another reason of selectivity in choosing dialogue style that is displayed on the questionnaire is because when filling out the questionnaire by respondents to be utilized as effectively as possible due to the tight schedule of patients examination by doctors. So, in this study only used five dialogue style in interface design, namely in stage of anamneses and physical examination dialogue style used are natural language processing, menu system and form filling dialogue and in stage of supported examination are windowing system and interaction-based graphical interface.

Technology Acceptance Model

In this study, statistical analyzes were performed to determine the interface design of decision support systems to diagnose disease in accordance with the wishes of physicians at each stage of disease diagnosis. Advanced data analysis performed to determine the influence of variable of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. On further analysis, the theory used is development of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). TAM is used to predict acceptance by the user of computer [11]. Besides that, TAM is also used to test the reasons for user refusal in using the system and the influence of the system design to user acceptance. TAM models developed by Davis [12] can be seen in Figure 1.

After the TAM model development undertaken by Davis et.al [13], many models of improvements made by other researchers using the basic model of TAM. Such as TAM improvement conducted by Chang [14], which removes the relationship of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Other TAM improved model is a model studied by Ramayah [15]. On the improved model, the external variable is replaced by a system interface design. Other differences between models TAM improvement by Ramayah [15] and TAM models by Davis [12] is construct of the attitude toward using was eliminated. According Ramayah [15], it was based on research by Davis [13] that there is a stronger relationship and consistent with the perception of use in comparison with other variables. Ramayah [15] also refers to research by [16] that individuals are more likely to use technology that feels comfortable, useful and socially desirable although not enjoy using technology that made possible the existence of a direct relationship between beliefs and intentions.

Several studies with improvements of TAM model as practiced by Agarwal [17] , Liu [18] and Serenko [19] has eliminated not only the
variables of attitude toward using but also actual system use. According Serenko [19], all previous studies have identified a strong relationship between the actual system use and behavioral intention to use, so that only measure variable behavioral intention to use would meet the objectives of the model.

In this study, survey respondents still a design and there is no real system that can be tested for acceptance. So that the TAM model used in this study is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Model of TAM in this Study](image)

**METHOD**

**Material**

In this study there is a proposed interface design in each diagnosis stage. For the stage of anamneses, the proposed interface designs are natural language processing, form filling dialogue and the menu system. The same interface design will also be presented at the physical examination stage. Differences in the interface designs of both stages are located within the input data information of both stages. The input data information was used in this research is referring to [20] As for the supported examination interface design, it will be proposed as a windowing system and interaction-based graphical interface.

In addition to the interface design for each stage of diagnosis, a questionnaire was also given to the respondents to answer for the purposes of this research. This questionnaire incorporated a 7 point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree), in according to research by Venkatesh [21]. Before completing the questionnaire, a data flow simulation of teh system interface design at each stage of diagnosis will be explained to the respondents. Indicators of each variable used in this study can be seen in Sulistianingsih [7].

Respondents in this study are physicians on duty at each general hospital in the special province of Yogyakarta. General hospitals that participated in this study include the General Hospital of Wates, Kulon Progo, the General Hospital of Wonosari, Gunung Kidul and the General Hospital of Panembahan Senopati, Bantul. Moreover, because there are two general hospitals in the Sleman district namely General Hospital of Sleman and General Hospital of Prambanan, both are included in this study so that the total number of general hospitals that participated in this study was five.

**Data Analysis**

The data analysis techniques used in this study are the Friedman test and Wilcoxon test which were used to determine the system interface design with the wishes of physicians. Based on the results of the data analysis, a multiple linear regression analysis was performed to determine the influence of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the behavioral intention to use this interface design. Before the multiple linear regression analysis was performed, a principal component analysis was conducted to reduce the dimensionality of the items related to the variables of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and behavioral intention to use.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

The number of respondents in this study were 55 respondents, with the number of female respondents being 37 respondents (67%) and the number of male respondents were 18 respondents (33%). The mean age of the respondents was 26.78 years and the mean length of work of the respondents was 4.88 years. Confident interval used in this study was 85% (value of $\alpha = .25$) The type of physicians who responded to this study were entirely general physician. General physicians in this study were physicians on duty in the emergency unit and a few of them in the ward unit. This is because most general physician in hospitals work in the emergency unit, while only a few general physicians work in the ward unit.
From questionnaires distributed to respondents showed that at stage of anamneses as many as 20 respondents are agree (judging by points of 6) and 2 respondents are strongly agree (judging by points of 7) for the design of natural language processing interface, as many as 11 respondents are agree and 1 respondent are strongly agree on the interface design of menu system, and as many as 14 respondents are agree and 6 respondents are strongly agree to interface design of form-filling dialogue. Results of the questionnaire on stage of anamneses can be seen in Figure 4.

At supported examination stage as much as 23 respondents are agree and 7 respondents are strongly agree to interface design of windowing system and 17 respondents are agree and 5 respondents are strongly agree to interaction-based graphical interface. Results of the questionnaire on supported examination stage can be seen in Figure 6.

Where as at the physical examination stage as many as 25 respondents are agree and 4 respondents are strongly agree to the interface design of natural language processing, as many as 11 respondents are agree and 3 respondent are strongly agree to the interface design of menu system, and as many as 17 people are agree and 6 respondents are strongly agree for form-filling dialogue. Results of the questionnaire on physical examination stage can be seen in Figure 5.

Stage of Anamneses

As in the results of research conducted by Sulistianingsih [7] note that from the Friedman test conducted was found Asymp. Sig value was .025 and from this value, it can be concluded that there is at least one interface design that is better suited to the wishes of physicians compared with at least one other interface design at the stage of anamneses. Furthermore, from Wilcoxon test results conducted to determine the appropriate interface design based on user’s wishes at stage of anamneses it was known that The Asymp. Sig value resulting from Wilcoxon test for the combination of natural language processing and menu system was .001 and .560 for combination of natural language processing and form-filling dialogue, and .024 for combination of the menu system and form-filling dialogue. From the Asymp. Sig value of each pair combinations, it can be concluded that only the combination of natural language processing and form-filling dialogue has the same distribution as Asymp. Sig value of this pair combination >
value of \( \alpha \). It shows natural language processing and form-filling dialogue in accordance with the wishes of physicians. Therefore, advanced analysis will be performed on both the interface design to determine the effect of the variable of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the variable of behavioral intention to use.

**Natural language processing**

From advanced analysis conducted by Sulistianingsih, Kusumadewi, and Kariyam (2014) on the stage of anamneses using principal components analysis found eigenvalue of the variables of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and behavioral intention to use is greater than 1 (eigenvalues of \( X_1 = 3.802, X_2 = 2.648 \) and \( Y = 1.971 \)), and the value of each variable is represented simply by one component. Furthermore, a multiple linear regression analysis found that there is at least one variable between perceived usefulness \( (X_1) \) and perceived ease of use \( (X_2) \) that influences the behavioral intention to use \( (Y) \) \( (F_{count} = 89.710, F_{table} = 1.9680, F_{count} > F_{table}) \) with a significance value of .000.

In addition, other results obtained from the multiple regression analysis that the value of the model parameters for the variable perceived usefulness \( (\beta_1) \) is positive \(+ .262\) and for the variable perceived ease of use \( (\beta_2) \) is also positive \(+ .405\), therefore it can be concluded that the higher the value of each variable, the higher the value of variable of behavioral intention to use.

**Form-filling dialogue**

Advanced data analysis for the interface design is also performed to determine the influence of variable of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Principal component analysis conducted previously found that eigenvalue of the variables of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and behavioral intention to use is greater than 1 (eigenvalues of \( X_1 = 4.807, X_2 = 3.872 \) and \( Y = 2.983 \)), and the value of each variable is represented simply by one component. Furthermore, a multiple linear regression analysis found that the \( F_{count} \) was 117.501 (Sig. \( F = .000, F_{table} = 1.9680 \)). As the value of \( F_{count} \) > \( F_{table} \), it can be concluded there is at least one variable between perceived usefulness \( (X_1) \) and perceived ease of use \( (X_2) \) that influences the behavioral intention to use \( (Y) \) with a significance value of .000.

In addition, from the multiple regression analysis found that the value of the model parameters for the variable perceived usefulness \( (\beta_1) \) is positive \(+ .290\) and for the variable perceived ease of use \( (\beta_2) \) is also positive \(+ .337\). Therefore it can be concluded that the higher the value of each variables, the higher the value of variable behavioral intention to use.

**Stage of Physical Examination**

For stage of physical examination, the same data analysis performed on each interface design (natural language processing, the menu system and dialog-based charging accreditation forms). From the Friedman test conducted on the three interface designs, it was found that mean rank-1 of the design interface is a natural language processing \( (mean = 5.2000, SD = 1.19257, mean rank = 2.28) \), followed by form-filling dialogue \( (mean = 4.8545, SD = 1.39335, mean rank = 2.01) \), and menu system \( (mean = 4.3636, SD = 1.29620, mean rank = 1.71) \). In addition, it also obtained the Asymp. Sig value, which was .025 and from this value, it can be concluded that there is at least one interface design that is better suited to the wishes of physicians compared with at least one other interface design at stage of physical examination.

Furthermore, after the Friedman test, the Wilcoxon test was performed to determine the interface design appropriate to the with physicians wishes. From Wilcoxon test was found Asymp. Sig value for the combination of natural language processing and menu system is .000, and it is .214 for natural language processing and form-filling dialogue, and .017 for the menu system and form-filling dialogue. From the Asymp. Sig value of each pair combinations, it can be concluded that only the combination of natural language processing and form-filling dialogue has the same distribution as Asymp. Sig value of this pair combination > value of \( \alpha \). It shows natural language processing and form-filling dialogue in accordance with the wishes of physicians. Therefore, for advanced analysis to both
interface design will conducted to tested effect of the variable of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the variable behavioral intention to use on each interface design on stage of physical examination.

Natural language processing

To conducted advanced analysis like in stage of anamneses, principal components analysis conducted first and from it was found eigenvalue of the variables of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and behavioral intention to use is greater than 1 (eigenvalues of $X_1 = 4.717$, $X_2 = 3.865$ and $Y = 2.975$), and the value of each variable is represented simply by one component.

Furthermore, a multiple linear regression analysis found that the $F_{count}$ was 60.657 and $F_{table}$ was 1.9680. As the value of $F_{count} > F_{table}$, it can be concluded there is at least one variable between perceived usefulness ($X_1$) and perceived ease of use ($X_2$) that influences the behavioral intention to use ($Y$) with a significance value of .000.

In addition, other results obtained from the multiple regression analysis include the value of each variable coefficient ($\beta$), so that the regression equation formed is

$$Y = 0.761 + 0.280X_1 + 0.224X_2 \quad (3)$$

From the equation formed for the variable behavioral intention to use ($Y$), it is determined that the value of the model parameters for the variable perceived usefulness ($\beta_1$) is positive (+ .280) and for the variable perceived ease of use ($\beta_2$) is also positive (+ .224), therefore it can be concluded that the higher the value of each variables, the higher the value of variable behavioral intention to use.

Form-filling dialogue

A principal components analysis found eigenvalue of the variables of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and behavioral intention to use is greater than 1 (eigenvalues of $X_1 = 3.884$, $X_2 = 3.865$ and $Y = 2.983$), and the value of each variable is represented simply by one component.

Furthermore, a multiple linear regression analysis found that the $F_{count}$ was 146.778 and $F_{table}$ was 1.9680. As the value of $F_{count} > F_{table}$, it can be concluded there is at least one variable between perceived usefulness ($X_1$) and perceived ease of use ($X_2$) that influences the behavioral intention to use ($Y$) with a significance value of .000.

In addition, other results obtained from the multiple regression analysis include the value of each variable coefficient ($\beta$), so that the regression equation formed is

$$Y = -0.413 + 0.294X_1 + 0.287X_2 \quad (4)$$

From the equation formed for the variable behavioral intention to use ($Y$), it is determined that the value of the model parameters for the variable perceived usefulness ($\beta_1$) is positive (+ .294) for the variable perceived ease of use ($\beta_2$) is also positive (+ .287), therefore it can be concluded that the higher the value of each variables, the higher the value of variable behavioral intention to use.

Stage of Supported Examination

The same analysis data step also conducted in supported examination and from the Friedman test conducted on two design interfaces in the supported examination stage, value are obtained for windowing system ($mean = 5.5273$, $SD = 1.03377$, $mean \ rank = 1.61$) and for the interaction-based graphical interface ($mean = 5.1091$, $SD = 1.08308$, $mean \ rank = 1.39$). In addition, value of Asymp. Sig was .064 was also obtained. From this value, it can be concluded that there is at least one interface design that is better suited to the wishes of physicians compared to at least one other interface design at stage of supported examination.

Furthermore, Wilcoxon test also conducted in stage of supported examination. As there are only two pairs of interface designs proposed at this stage, the Wilcoxon test is only performed on the pair combination of a windowing system and interaction-based graphical interface. The Asymp. Sig value resulting from the Wilcoxon test of the pair combination of windowing system and interaction-based graphical interface was .051. From the Asymp.Sig value, it can be concluded that the pair combination of a windowing system and interface-based graphical interactions has a different distributions as the Asymp. Sig value <value of $\alpha$. 
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To define further the interface design is more in accordance with physician wishes at this stage, as can be seen from the negative rank and positive rank of 27 and 15, respectively, which were obtained from the Wilcoxon test. Negative rank values indicate the number of respondents who prefer a windowing system design to an interaction-based graphical interface while a positive rank value indicates the number of respondents who prefer an interaction-based graphical interface to a windowing system. From the results, it can be concluded that the respondents chose a windowing system interface design at this stage more often than chose an interaction-based graphical interface. Therefore, variables perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of this design interface will be processed to determine their effects on the variable behavioral intention to use.

Before conducting further analysis using multiple linear regression, principal component analysis should also be carried out as in the previous stage of diagnosing disease and from principal components analysis found that the eigenvalue of the variables of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and behavioral intention to use is greater than 1 (eigenvalues of $X_1 = 4.825$, $X_2 = 3.874$ and $Y = 2.962$), and the value of each variable is represented simply by one component.

Furthermore, a multiple linear regression analysis found that the $F_{count}$ was 169.109 and $F_{table}$ was 1.9680. As the value of $F_{count} > F_{table}$, it can be concluded there is at least one variable between perceived usefulness ($X_1$) and perceived ease of use ($X_2$) that influences the behavioral intention to use ($Y$) with a significance value of .000.

In addition, other results obtained from the multiple regression analysis include the value of each variable coefficient ($\beta$), so that the regression equation formed is

$$Y = -0.186 + 0.224X_1 + 0.381X_2$$ (5)

From the equation formed for the variable behavioral intention to use ($Y$), it is determined that the value of the model parameters for the variable perceived usefulness ($\beta_1$) is positive (+.224) and for the variable perceived ease of use ($\beta_2$) is also positive (+.381), therefore it can be concluded that the higher the value of each variables, the higher the value of variable behavioral intention to use.

**Discussion**

This study was conducted to determine the interface design in accordance with the doctor’s wishes for the stages of diagnosis. From the results of statistical analysis performed on questionnaire distributed to physicians found that at the stage of anamneses, respondents chose the interface design of natural language processing and form-filling dialogue. The same thing happened at the stage of physical examination. Whereas at the stage of supported examination, respondents prefer the interface design of windowing system.

From the interviews conducted to respondents, the reason of choosing the interface design of natural language processing in stage of anamneses and physical examination is due to respondents not to be confused to choose the input data so that the time required for the input is not too much and easier. Another reason is if they use the interface design of form-filling dialogue, their concentration will split between communicating with patients and make choices on the computer. This leads to two-way communication between patient and respondents to be disrupted. While respondents who chose form-filling dialogue found because the respondent would be easier to enter data since the data is already available. And for respondents who chose the interface design of windowing system for supported examination stage, their reason is that one patient can have some results of supported examination, so it would be helpful if these results can be freely positioned in accordance with the wishes of the respondent.

Further statistical analysis to determine the effect of the variable of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on variable behavior intention to use the interface design is chosen at each stage of disease diagnosis found that at each of the interface design, variable perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use respectively have a positive influence on variable of behavioral intentions to use as evidenced by the value of the model parameters ($\beta$) in the variable perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use that is positive. Positive values of the model parameter mean that the increase in the value of the variable of perceived usefulness will result in the increase in value of the variable behavioral intention to use. The same thing also applies to the relationship between the variable of perceived ease of use and behavioral intention to use.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion that can be drawn from the data analysis previously conducted is that at the stage of anamneses, respondents prefer to use natural language processing and form-filling dialogue. The same is also true at physical examination stage, while at the supported examination stage, respondents prefer a windowing system.

Moreover, from the data analysis of each design interface at each diagnosis stage, it was found that for each interface design, there are influences of the variables perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the variable behavioral intention to use. This influence is comparable, meaning that increasing the value of the variables perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use will also increase the value of the variable behavioral intention to use.

From these results, in the future in development of decision support systems for diseases diagnose, system developers can use interface of natural language processing combined with form-filling dialogue for stage of anamneses and physical examination. Whereas at the stage of supported examination based on the results of this study are advised to use interface design of windowing system. Moreover, in the development of decision support systems in diseases diagnose, system developers are advised to consider the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use to increase the user's intention to use the system.

This research is still far from perfect. Mainly related to the respondents who participated in this study. For future research can be done by increasing the number of respondents. In addition, the development of research can also be done by increasing the choices number of interface design that can be selected by the respondents.
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